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In the paper we extend the Hopf decomposition to positive operators in Banach 
lattices. Let E be a Banach lattice, let E’ be the dual of E, let T: E+ E be a positive 
operator, and let T’ be the dual of T. We define two conservative ideals I,, B, in 
E, E’, respectively, and two dissipative ideals I,, B, in E, E’, respectively. We 
prove that B, and B, are projection bands (in E’), and that if E has order 
continuous norm, then I, and I, are projection bands, as well. The major result of 
the paper is that if E has order continuous norm, and if E’ has a T’-subinvariant 
weak order unit e, then the projection of e on Bo is also T’-subinvariant. We 
conclude the paper by proving that our extension is a natural one and by applying 
our construction to positive contractions of order complete AM-spaces with unit. 
Ir? 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our goal here is to extend the Hopf decomposition to positive operators 
in Banach lattices. 
Hopfs decomposition (see [9]) is a central result in the ergodic theory 
of positive contractions of L’-spaces. The decomposition has been 
described in the books of Foguel [4], Garsia [S], Krengel [12], Neveu 
[17], and Revuz [lS]. 
Let (X, C, p) be a a-finite measure space, and let T be a positive contrac- 
tion of L’(X, Z, ,u). Hopfs decomposition consists in splitting X into two 
measurable sets: C and D = X\C. The sets C and D are called the-conser- 
vative and the dissipative part of X corresponding to T, respectively. The 
sets C and D can be described in several ways. One of them is the 
following: the sets C and D are the only ones (mod p) with the property 
that for every u E L’(X, C, p), u > 0, one has that C,“=. T"u = 0 or + co on 
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C, and C,“=, T”u < + cc on D (for notational conveniences here (and 
throughout the paper) we do not make the distinction between measurable 
functions and their classes of equivalence). 
Hopfs decomposition is not the only ergodic decomposition known 
today. An important ergodic decomposition was obtained by Sucheston 
(see [21, 221); Sucheston’s decomposition has been studied by Derriennic 
and Lin [3], and it has been included in Krengel’s book [ 121. The decom- 
position is valid for a large class of positive operators including the power 
bounded ones. 
To describe Sucheston’s decomposition in a simplified (yet quite general) 
manner, let (X, C, p) be a o-finite measure space, and let T: L’(X, C, p) -+ 
L’(X, C, p) be a power bounded positive operator. Then X decomposes 
into two measurable sets: the remaining part Y of X and the disappearing 
part Z = X\Y. The sets Y and Z can be described as being the only ones 
(mod p) to have the following properties: 
- for every UEL’(X,C,~), u#O, lyu=u, one has that 
liminf,,+, I(T”lulII>O; 
- for every u E L’(X, C, p), 1,~ = U, one has that the sequence 
(IIT”4IL~ converges to zero. 
Sucheston [22] asked the following question: decide whether or not the 
ratio theorem must fail on Z provided that for some u E L’(X, C, II), u 2 0, 
the set Z n CC,“=, T”u = + 00 } is non-negligible. A. Ionescu-Tulcea and 
Moretz [ 111 solved Sucheston’s open problem by proving that the ratio 
theorem must fail. 
Hopfs decomposition has been extended to positive contractions of 
spaces of continuous functions by Foguel (see [S, 61) and Horowitz [lo]. 
Further studies have been done by Lin [ 131. 
In [6] Foguel defined the restriction of a positive contraction T to the 
conservative part (of T), and asked whether the restriction becomes a 
conservative positive contraction or not. Sine [20] solved Foguel’s open 
problem by constructing a compact metric space X and a positive contrac- 
tion T of C(X) which has the property that the restriction of T to the 
conservative part of X (generated by T) is not conservative. 
In [7] Foguel extended the Hopf decomposition to order complete Riesz 
spaces with unit. If X is an order complete Riesz space with unit, then X 
can be endowed with a norm such that X as a normed Riesz space becomes 
an order complete AM-space with unit (see [ 19, Proposition 7.2, p. 102)). 
Hence, X is lattice isometric to C(K) for some Stonian Hausdorff compact 
topological space K (we used here Theorem 12.28 (Kakutani-Bohnenblust 
and M. Krein-S. Krein) [2, pp. 194-195; 19, Corollary, p. 1083). It is easy 
to see that the positive operator considered in [7] is a positive contraction 
of the AM-space X. Accordingly, the Hopf decomposition obtained in [7] 
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is a decomposition valid for a certain class of positive contractions and a 
certain class of Banach lattices of continuous functions. In the last section 
we discuss the connection between our extension and the one obtained 
in [7]. 
Let E be a Banach lattice, and let T: E--f E be a positive operator. 
We will start (Section 2) by defining the conservative ideal I, and the 
dissipative ideal I, in E relative to T the conservative projection band B, 
and the dissipative projection band B, in E’ (E’ being the dual of E) 
relative to the dual operator T’. We will prove that B, and B, are com- 
plementary ideals in E’. We will also prove that if E has order continuous 
norm, then I, and I,, are complementary ideals in E. 
In Section 3 we will deal with subinvariant weak order units. Assume 
that E has order continuous norm, and let e E E’ be a weak order unit of 
E’ such that T’e<e. The major result of the section (and of the paper) is 
that the projection of e on B, is T’-subinvariant. To prove it, we will 
define the Hopf decomposition along a non-zero T’-subinvariant element 
of E’; a study of this “local” decomposition will offer us the information 
necessary in order to prove the major result. 
In the last section we will be concerned with applications. We will prove 
that our extension of the Hopf decomposition is a natural one, and we will 
study the relationship between our extension and the extension obtained by 
Foguel [ 71. 
The terminology used in this paper can be found in the books of 
Aliprantis-Burkinshaw [2], Krengel [ 121, Luxemburg-Zaanen [ 141, and 
Schaefer [ 191. 
2. CONSERVATIVE AND DISSIPATIVE IDEALS 
Let E be a Banach lattice, let E’ be the dual of E, let T: E -+ E be a 
positive linear (bounded) operator, and let T’: E’ -+ E’ be the dual of T. 
Set 
Zc= ueE 
{ 
ID= MEE 
i 
C,“=, (T”tl, y)=O or +ixj for 
every UEE, O,<u< 1~1, and ; 
GEE’, ~‘20 
u=O or u#O and for every VIE, 
v#O, O<u<[ul, there exist 
WEE, x~E’such that O<M~<V, 
x 2 0, and such that 
O<~~~,(T”w,x)< +m 
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B,= SEE’ 
i 
B,= XEE’ 
1 
C,“=, (T”u, y) = 0 or + cc for 
every uEE, u>O, and yEE’, ; 
0 < y d (xl 
x=0 or x#O and for 
every y E E’, y # 0, 0 d y < 1.4, 
there exist u E E, z E E’ such 
that u 2 0, 0 <z d y, and such that 
o<~~~o(T”u,z)< +m 
THEOREM 1. B, and B, are projection bands in E’, and E’ = B,@ B,. 
Proof. We will first prove that B, is an ideal in E’. 
Clearly, B, is a solid set in E’. 
It is also obvious that for every GI E R and x E B,, one has that CIX E B,. 
Let XE B,, ZEBU. Let ZEE’ be such that Odz<lx+yl. Using the 
decomposition property [ 19, Proposition 1.6, p. 533, we obtain that 
there exist z, , z2 EE’ such that O<z,6Ixl, O<z,<IyI, and z=zl+z2. 
Let u E E be such that u 2 0. Then, C,“=, (T”u, z) = 0 or + cc (since B, 
is a solid set, and C,“=, (T”u, z) = C,“=, (T”u, z-1 ) + C,“=, (T”u, z2)). 
Accordingly, x + y E B,. 
To prove that B, is an ideal, we note that B, is a solid set in E’ and 
that CIX E B, whenever CI E R and x E B,. Hence, all we have to prove is that 
x+y~Bo whenever XEB, and yEBD. 
Let x E B,, and let y E B,. Clearly, we may assume that x # 0, and y # 0. 
Let t E E’ be such that 0 6 t d Ix + yl, t # 0. By the decomposition property, 
we obtain that there exist t,, t, E E’ such that 0 < r, < 1x1, 0 < t, < I yj, and 
t=t,+t*. Since t # 0, one has that t, # 0 or t2 # 0. Assume that t, # 0 
(similar arguments hold if t, # 0); then, there exist z E E’, 0 < z < t i d t, and 
u~E,u2Osuch thatO<~,“=,(T”u,z)<+oo.Accordingly,x+y~B,. 
We will now prove that E’= B,+ B,. 
Clearly, it is enough to prove that if XE E’, x 2 0, then there exist 
xc E B,, and -yD E B, such that x = xc + xD. 
Let x E E’ be such that x >/ 0, and let @‘, be the set of all components of 
x, 42Y = { y E E’/y A (x - y) = O}. The Banach lattice E’ is order complete 
and x is an upper bound for a’, n B,; hence, SUP(@.~ n B,) exists in E’. Set 
xc = SUP(&.~ n B,), and xD = x--xc. 
We now prove that X~E B,. To this end, let ye E’ be such that 
OQ y<x,, and let uEE be such that u>,O. 
Assume that C,“=, (T”u, y) > 0, and let n, E N u (0) be such that 
( T”%, y ) > 0. 
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The set dSYu, n B, is a directed one, that is, t, v t, E J&, n B,. whenever 
t, E oZIY n B,, and t, E @.‘, n B,.. Indeed, if t, , tz E @, n B,., then t, v 1, E ‘U,, 
(since e-y is a Boolean algebra), and t, v t, E B,. (since 0 < t, v t, d t, + t,, 
and since B, is an ideal). 
Accordingly, the set {y A 2 I-? E %Y n B,-1 is also a directed set. 
Taking into consideration that .V = 4’ A xc. = supzE IU,n Bc.( .V A z), and 
using [19, Proposition 4.2, p. 721, we obtain that 
(T""u, y) = sup (T""u, J- A z) >O. 
ZE4/,Cl& 
Hence, there exists z E %!‘2c, n B, such that ( T'%, J' A z) > 0. 
It follows that 
5 (T”u, J’ AZ)=+CG; 
?I=0 
accordingly, 
We have therefore proved that for every u E E. u B 0, and for every y E E', 
0 < y 6 xc, one has that C,“=O (T"u, v) = 0 or + co. Accordingly, xc E B,. 
Now, assume that xD 4 B,. Then, there exists y E E', y # 0, 0 G y < xD 
such that for every u E E, u > 0, and for every z E E', 0 <z d y, one has that 
~,"=o(T"u,z)=O or +co. 
Clearly, y E B,. By the Freudenthal spectral theorem [ 14, Theorem 40.2, 
p. 2571, there exist CI E R, a > 0, and t E @.Y, t # 0 such that at < .v. There- 
fore, t E B,, and we obtain that t v xc E %X n B,. 
Since t A xc = 0, and since t # 0, one has that t v xc #xc. 
We have obtained a contradiction to the way we have defined xc 
Hence, xD E B,. 
We have therefore proved that E' = B, + B,. Taking into consideration 
that B,nB,={O}, and using [19, Proposition 2.7, p. 611, we obtain that 
B, and B, are projection bands, and E' = B,@ B,. Q.E.D. 
THEXIREM 2. I, and I, are closed ideals in E. 
ProoJ We will omit the proof of the fact that I, and I, are ideals since 
the proof is similar to the one showing that B, and B, are ideals (see the 
proof of Theorem 1). 
The ideal I, is closed. 
Indeed, let (u~)~~ N be a convergent sequence of elements of I,, and set 
24 = lim, _ + ~ uk. We have to prove that ZJ E I,; hence, we may assume that 
u #O. 
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Let VGE be such that O<v<lul, and let GEE’ be such that y>,O. 
Assume that C,“=O (T”v, y) > 0, and let nO~ N u (0) be such that 
(T’%, y) > 0. 
Set vk = v A 1~~1 for every k E N. 
Clearly, the sequence (v~)~~ N converges, and lim, _ +% vk = v A IuI = v. 
Hence, the sequence ( (Tnovkr Y))~~ N converges, and 
lim (Tnovk, y)= (T”Ov, y)>O. 
k+ +x 
Accordingly, for some 1~ N, one has that (T”%,, y) >O. 
Taking into consideration that U,E B,, we obtain that C,“=, ( T”v,, y ) 
= +cQ. 
Accordingly, C,“=, ( T”v, y) = + cc (since 0 6 U, d v). 
We have therefore proved that for every v E E, 0 < v 6 1~1, and for every 
y E E’, y 2 0, one has that C,“=, (T”v, y ) = 0 or + co. Hence, u E I,. 
We will now prove that the ideal I, is closed. To this end, let (u~)~~ N 
be now a convergent sequence of elements of I,, set u = lim, _ + 5 uk, and 
assume that u#O. Let vEEbe such that OQv<lul, v#O. Set vk=o A 1~~1 
for every k E N. Then, the sequence ( v~)~ E N converges, and lim, _ + oc vk = 
VA IuI=v. 
Taking into consideration that v # 0, we obtain that v, # 0 for some ZE N. 
Accordingly, there exist w  E E, 0 Q IV < u, and x E E’, x > 0 such that 
O<C,“,o (T”w,x)< +a. 
We have therefore proved that for every v E E, v # 0, 0 < v d 1~1, there 
exist WEE, O<w<v, and XEE’, .Y>O such that O<C,“,, (T”w,x)< 
+a. Hence, UEZ,. Q.E.D. 
We will say that I, and I, are the conservative and the dissipative ideal 
of E (generated by T), respectively. We will call B, and B, the dual con- 
servative and the dual dissipative projection band of E’ (generated by T), 
respectively. 
The next theorem discusses conservative and dissipative ideals in Banach 
lattices with order continuous norms. 
THEOREM 3. Zf E has order continuous norm, then the ideals I, and I, 
are projection bands, and E = I, @ I,. 
Proof: By Theorem 2, I, and I, are closed ideals in E. By [ 19, 
Theorem 10.2, pp. 129-1301, I, and I, are projection bands in E. 
To complete the proof of the proposition, we have to prove that 
E = I, + I, (since I, n ZD = (0)). Obviously, it is enough to prove that for 
every ME E, u>O, u#O, there exist u,EZ~, and uD~ZD such that 
u=u,+u,. 
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To this end, let u E E be such that u 3 0, u # 0, and let uC. be the projec- 
tion of u on I,- (that is, uC = sup{ u E I,/0 6 r d u) ). Set zig = II - u<.. 
Assume that u, $ I,,. Then, there exists c E E, 0 d I! < II,,,, D # 0 such that 
for every PV E E, 0 < 11’ 6 L’, and for every s E E’, I > 0, one has that 
C,“= 0( T’%, X) = 0 or + x. Accordingly, c E I,, and we obtain that c < uC. 
We have obtained a contradiction since uC is a component of u; there- 
fore, uC A u, = 0. Q.E.D. 
We will now describe properties of the dual conservative projection 
band. 
We will denote by P,, the band projection associated with the projection 
band B,. 
THEOREM 4. Let XE E’ he such that .Y 3 0, and T’x < x. Then, 
P,,(x - T’x) = 0. 
Proof: Let y and z be the projections of x - T’x on B, and B,, respec- 
tively. Accordingly, x - T’x = J’ + 2. 
Assume that y # 0. 
Taking into consideration that y 2 0, we obtain that there exists UE E, 
u20 such that (u, y) >O. 
Accordingly, Cz=:=, (T”u, y) = + co (since y E B,), and we obtain that 
C,“=, (T”u, I - T’x) = + co (since z 2 0). 
On the other hand, for every m E N, 
f (T”u,x-T’s)= f ((I-T)T”u,x) 
= (u, x) - (T”‘+‘u, x) 
<(u,x)<+m. 
Accordingly, C,“=O ( T”u, x - T’x > < + co. 
We have obtained a contradiction. Therefore, y = 0. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Let T: E -+ E be a positive power bounded operator, and let 
x E E’ be such that 0 < x < T’x. Then, PsC( T’x -x) = 0. 
Proof: Let ME R, M>O be such that (1 T”ll <M for every n E N. 
Assume that PsC( T’x - x) # 0. 
As in the proof of Theorem 4, one can find ME E, u >O such that 
C;=, (T”u, T’x-x) = + co. 
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However, for every m E N, 
~~~(T”u,T~.ir)=(T~“u,.)-(u,x) 
< (T”+‘u,x) 
G ~ll4l . II-4 
Hence, C,“=, (T”u, T’x - x) < + cc. 
The contradiction we have obtained shows that Psc( T’x - x) = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
If E has order continuous norm, then Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 have 
counterparts concerning I,. 
THEOREM 6. If E has order continuous norm, and if u E E is such that 
~20, and Tu<u, then, u-TuEI~. 
The proof of Theorem 6 will be omitted since it is similar to the proof 
of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 7. Assume that E has order continuous norm, and let T: E -+ E 
be a positive power bounded operator. If u E E is such that 0 < u < Tu, then, 
Tu-UEZ,. 
The proof of Theorem 7 can be read along the lines of the proof of 
Theorem 5, and will not be repeated here. 
We will conclude this section by discussing a nice property of lattice 
homomorphisms. Recall that if T: E -+ E is a lattice homomorphism, then 
its dual T’ is an interval preserving operator (see [2, Theorem 7.8 (Kim- 
Ando), pp. 92-931). The interval preserving operators (under a different 
name) have been noted and studied for the first time by D. Maharam in 
her papers [15, 163 (for details see [2, Sect. 7, Chap. 21). 
THEOREM 8. Let T: E -+ E be a lattice homomorphism, Then, T’(B,) C_ 
B, (that is, the dual conservative band is T’-invariant). 
Proof Clearly, it is enough to prove that if XE B,, x>,O, then 
T’x E Be. 
Accordingly, let XE B, be such that x > 0, let y E E’ be such that 
O<y< T’x, and let ueE be such that u>O. 
Taking into consideration that T’ is interval preserving, one has that 
there exists z E E’, 0 <z < x such that T’z = y. 
Assume that C,“=, (T”u, y) > 0. Then, C,“=, (T”u, z) > 0. 
Taking into account that ZE B,, we obtain that C,“=, (T”u, z) = + 00; 
hence, C,“=, (T”u, y) = + og. 
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We have therefore proved that for every 3’ E E’, 0 d y d T’x, and for 
every UE E, u > 0, one has that C,F=, (T”u, J.) = 0 or + x’; hence, 
T’x E B,-. Q.E.D. 
3. THE HOPF DECOMPOSITION ALONG SUBINVARIANT ELEMENTS 
In this section we will study properties of the conservative and dissi- 
pative ideals in the case of positive operators whose duals have non-zero 
subinvariant elements (recall that given a Banach lattice F, and given a 
positive linear (bounded) operator S: F-r F, we say that u E F, u > 0 is 
S-subinvariant whenever SU < u). 
Let E be a Banach lattice, let T: E + E be a positive linear (bounded) 
operator, let E’ be the dual of E, and let T’: E’ -+ E’ be the dual of T. 
Assume that T’ has a non-zero subinvariant element e. 
Let “Z be the set of all components of e, that is, Q = {x E E’/x A 
(e-x)=0}. 
Let u E E be such that u B 0. 
Set ~~(u)=(xE~~~==((T”u,x)~~} foreverykEN. 
Obviously, V’Jk(u) is a non-void subset of %, for every k E N. Hence, for 
every k E N, sup V’,Y,Y(u) exists in ~2. Set xk = sup Ye for every k E N. 
Clearly, sup, 8 N xk exists in 0%~. Set y, = SUPS, N xk, and zu = e - y,. 
LEMMA 9. Let u E E, u > 0 be such that zu #O. Let xe?i? be such that 
x#O. If x<z,, then CHXz, (T”u,x)= +co. 
Proof: Assume that x,“=, (T”u, x) < + co. Then, x E U,(u) for some 
k E N. Therefore, x < xk < yU. 
It follows that x d yU A z, = 0. 
We have obtained a contradiction since x 3 0 (x E %), and x # 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 10. Let u E E be such that u > 0, and let x be a component of e. 
Zf~,xzo(T”u,x)<+cO, then (u,x~z,)=Oforeveryv~E, 0~0. 
Proof: Let CI E R be such that CI > 0. Set w  = o - MU. 
Asin[12],setS,=~~=dT’,andM”w=sup,,,,nS,wforeverynE~. 
As in [24], set x,. = sup,, N sup{?sE~/((M~wj--:x) =o>. 
We will now prove that x A Z” <x,.. 
Indeed, if we assume that x A z, C .x~,, then x A zL’ A (e-x,) # 0. 
Set r=x A z, A (e-x,,). 
We obtain that <(Mzw)-, r) > 0 for every n E N. 
If we think of (M,Sw)-, nE N as elements of E” (E” being the second 
dual of E), then r is in the carrier of (Miw)) for every n E N. 
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The elements (Mfw)+, (Mzw)), no N (thought of as linear functionals 
on E’) are order continuous. Therefore, using Nakano’s theorem (see [2, 
Theorem 5.2, pp. 56-571) we obtain that ((Mfw)+, r) =0 for every 
rlE N. 
Hence, ((I+ T+ ... + T’) M’, r) <O for every nE N. 
On the other hand, C,“= ,, ( T”u, r ) < + cc (since 0 6 r 6 x), and 
C,“=, (T”u, r) = + cc (by Lemma 9). 
We have therefore obtained a contradiction. Consequently, .K A Z~ 6 x,,.. 
By [24, Theorem 21, (u’, x,,,) 2 0. 
We obtain that O<(v,x,,)-a(u,x,.)<(v,e)-a(u,?c AZ,,). 
We have therefore proved that for every do E R, 2 > 0, one has that 
(v,e)-a(u,sr\z,.)>O. 
Accordingly, (u, x A z~,) = 0. Q.E.D. 
For every u E E, u > 0, one has that Z, E @. Accordingly, SUP,~ E. u z 0 Z, 
exists in %!‘. Set e,=sup,.,..,,-,, and e,=e-ee,. 
LEMMA 11. Let x be a component of e such that x 6 e,. Then, 
C,“1, (T”u, x) = 0 or +CC for every ME E, ~20. 
Proof. The set {Z&I E E, v > 0} is a directed subset of J2 since for every 
v, WEE, v>O, ua>O, one has that z~<z,,,,, and z,,<z,,... 
Accordingly, the set {X A ZJU E E, u > 0 > is a directed majorized set. 
Taking into consideration that x = x A e, = SUPINE, V&~~ A z”), and 
using [ 19, Proposition 4.2, p. 721, we obtain that 
k$o ( Tku, x) = sup i ( Tku, . A z,) 
L’EEk=O 
VZO 
for every n E N. 
Accordingly, 
n 
“u,x)= lim sup c (Tku,x A zL.> 
"-+ma~Ek=O 
C>O 
= sup 1 ( T”u, x A ~~3). 
L‘EE,,=o 
V>O 
Assume that C,“=. (T”u, x) < + co. 
Then, C,“=, (T”u, x) < + co for every 1 E N u {O}. Using Lemma 10, we 
obtain that (T’u, x A z,) = 0 for every 1~ N u {0}, and for every v E E, 
v >, 0. 
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Accordingly, ~~=0 (T”u, x A I,.) = 0 for every I! E E, 213 0. Hence, 
I,“=” ( T”u, x) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Let B,(e) and B,(e) be the (principal) bands generated by e, and r,, 
respectively. 
THEOREM 12. B,(e) E Bc. 
Proof: Clearly, in order to prove the theorem, it is enough to prove 
that for every XE B,(e), x 30, and for every UE E, u > 0, one has that 
x;co (T”u,x)=O or +x1. 
To this end, let x E B,(e) be such that x20, and let UE E be such that 
u 2 0. 
Assume that C,F= D ( T”u, x) > 0. Accordingly, there exists n E N u { 0 ‘, 
such that (T”u, x) > 0. 
Taking into consideration that E’ is order complete (hence, it has the 
principal projection property), we obtain that .Y = V,,,, N (X A (met)). 
The sequence (x A (nzec)), E N is increasing. Accordingly, there exists 
m E N such that (T”u, x A (me()) >O (we used here [19, Proposition 4.2, 
P. 721). 
By the Freudenthal spectral theorem (see [ 14, Theorem 40.2, p. 257]), 
there exists an increasing sequence (x~)~,~ of e,-step elements such that 
0 d .xk 6 .Y A (meC) for every k E N, and such that .Y A (meC) = supks N .Y~ 
(recall that y E E’ is called an e,-step element provided that there exist real 
numbers CI, , CL~, .,,, c(,, and disjoint components s,, s2, . . . . S, of e, such that 
y=c:=, SljSj). 
By [19, Proposition 4.2, p. 721, there exists ke N such that 
( T”u, xk ) > 0. Accordingly, there exist c1 E R, CI > 0, and a component t of 
e, such that at 6 xk, and (TX at) > 0. 
By Lemma 10, &Xz 0 ( TJu, t ) = + 30. 
Accordingly, XI”=0 (T’u, at) = + x. 
Taking into account that 0 duct <.v A (meC) d-u, we obtain that 
C,x=, (T’u.x)= +co. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem offers a characterization of the elements of B,(e). 
THEOREM 13. Let x E B,(e) be such that x 2 0, and let u E E be such that 
u > 0. If x,“=O (T”u, x) > 0, then there exists z E B,(e), 0 < z <x such that 
O<C,“,, (T”u,z)< +GO. 
Proof: Let x E B,(e) be such that x 3 0, let u E E be such that u > 0, and 
assume that C,“=, ( T”u, x) > 0. 
Accordingly, there exists n, E N u {0} such that ( T”%, x) > 0. 
Taking into consideration that x is in the principal projection band 
B,(e), we obtain that I = V,,,. N (?c A (mea)). The sequence (X A (me,)),, N 
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is increasing and bounded; by [ 19, Proposition 4.2, p. 721, ( You, x ) = 
sup mE N (You, x A (meD)). Accordingly, for some m E N, one has that 
(You, x A (meD)) >O; hence, (T”Ou, ((l/m)x) A e,) >O, and we obtain 
that (T”Ou, x A e,) > 0. 
Taking into account that e, =infcG,,., y,, we obtain that yU>e,. 
Set Y(u)= ukeN pi(u). 
The set Y-(u) is a directed set since if s, t E Y(u), then 
.,Eo ( T ‘x’ Ix’ nU,s,, t)< C (T”u,s)+ c (T”u,t)<+*. 
?l=O II=0 
Clearly, yu = sup V(u). Using [ 19, Proposition 4.2, p. 721, we obtain that 
(T”Ou,x A e,)=(T”“u,x A e, A yu)=~~p~E1~U,(T"ou,x A e, AY). 
Accordingly, for some y E P’(u), one has that (T”Ou, x A e, A y  ) > 0. 
Set z = x A e, A y. Then, C,“=, (T”u, z) > 0 (since (T”Ou, z) > 0), and 
C,“=, CT’% z )< +co (since Obz< y, and ye*;(U) for some kEN). 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 13 has the following immediate consequence: 
COROLLARY 14. B,(e) E B,. 
Using Theorem 12 and Corollary 14, we obtain that e,E B,, and 
eDEBD, respectively. Since e = e, + e,, and by Theorem 1, it follows that 
e, and e, are the projections of e on B, and B,, respectively. 
We will call e, and e, the dual conservative and the dual dissipative 
components of e (generated by T), respectively. We will say that B,(e) and 
B,(e) are the dual conservative and the dual dissipative bands along e (for 
T), respectively. 
We will assume from now on throughout this section that E has order 
continuous norm. 
The carrier of e, is called the conservative band along e (for T), and is 
denoted by Z,(e); the carrier of e, is called the dissipative band along e 
(for T), and is denoted by Z,(e). 
The elements e, and e,, as linear functionals on E, are order 
continuous. By Nakano’s theorem (see [2, Theorem 5.2, pp. 56573) 
Z,(e) 1 Z,(e). 
THEOREM 15. Zc(e) G I,. 
Proof Clearly, in order to prove the theorem, it is enough to prove 
that for every u~Z&e), u> 0, and for every XE E’, x 20, one has that 
~,“=,(T”u,.x)=Oor +-XI. 
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To this end, let u E Zc(e) be such that II > 0, let I E E’ be such that g 2 0, 
and assume that C,‘=,, (T”u, x) > 0. Accordingly, ( T’%, X) > 0 for some 
tl,ENU{O). 
Let .V E B,(e) and :E (B,(e))l be the (unique) elements of E’ which have 
the property that T”?x = J + ,-. 
Clearly, e, A z =O. Taking into consideration that E has order 
continuous norm, and using Nakano’s theorem (see [2, Theorem 5.2, 
pp. 56-57]), we obtain that (u, T”%) = (u, y ) # 0. 
By Theorem 12, C,‘=, (T”u, y) = + 0~;. 
Clearly, J’ > 0 and 2 2 0. Accordingly, C,“= 0 ( T”u, x ) 2 J9:,“= no ( T”u, x ) 
= C,“=, (T”u, T”%) 2 C,“=, (T”u, y) = + XI. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem offers a useful characterization of the elements of 
Z,(e). 
THEOREM 16. Let u E Z,(e) be such that u > 0, and let x E E’ be such that 
x 3 0. If (u, x) > 0, then there exists J’E E’, 0 < y <x such that 
O<C,“,, (T”u, y>< +oo. 
Proof Let u~Z,,(e) and XE E’ be such that u>O, .u>O, and 
(u, x) >o. 
Let B(e) be the principal (projection) band generated by e. Let p E E’, 
s E E’, t E E’ be the projections of x on B,(e), B,(e), (B(e))‘, respectively. 
Taking into consideration that band projections are positive operators, we 
obtain that p > 0, s > 0, and t > 0. 
Clearly, u is in the carrier of e. Taking into account that t A e = 0, and 
by applying Nakano’s theorem (see [Z, Theorem 5.2, pp. 5657]), we 
obtain that (u, t ) = 0. 
Obviously, p A e, = 0. Therefore, using again Nakano’s theorem, we 
obtain that (u, p) = 0. 
We have therefore proved that (u, x) = (u, s) > 0. By Theorem 13, 
there exists y E E’, 0 < JJ d s (hence, 0 < y d x) such that 0 < C,“=, (T”u, y ) 
< +co. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 16 has the following straightforward consequence: 
COROLLARY 17. Z,(e)EZ,. 
From now on, in the remainder of this section we will assume that e is 
a (T’-subinvariant) weak order unit of E’. 
THEOREM 18. Zc(e) = I, and ID(e) = I,. 
Proof: By Theorem 3, Theorem 15, and Corollary 17, it is enough to 
prove that E = Z,(e) @ Z,(e). 
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Accordingly, by [ 19, Corollary, p. 791, it follows that it is enough to 
prove that E is the carrier of e. 
To this end, let u E E be such that u 3 0, and u #O. Assume that 
(24, e) =O. 
If we think of u as an element of E”, then u is an order continuous linear 
functional on E’. Taking into consideration that u # 0, we obtain that u has 
a non-zero carrier. Let .YE E’, x > 0, x # 0 be in the carrier of u. Then, 
x A e # 0, and x A e is also in the carrier of u. Therefore, (u, e) # 0 
(contradiction). Q.E.D. 
We will now prove that I, is T-invariant in our setting. 
THEOREM 19. T(Z,(e)) c Z,-(e). 
Proof Let u E Z,(e), and assume that Tu 4 Z=(e). We may and do 
assume that u > 0. 
By Theorem 18, there exist u E Zc(e), and w  E ID(e) such that v 3 0, w  >, 0, 
1~ # 0, and TM = v + IV. 
Since u’#O, we obtain that there exists XE E’, x > 0 such that 
(w, x) #O. 
By Theorem 16, there exists y E E’, 0 < y <s such that 0 < xz=0 ( T”w, y ) 
< +co. 
The proof of Theorem 16 shows that y can be chosen such that y E B,(e). 
By Theorem 13 (applied to TM and y), there exists ZE B,(e), 0 <z d y 
such that OCC,“,~ (T”u,z)< +m; hence, O<C,“,, (T”u,z)< +m. 
We have obtained a contradiction since u E Z,(e). Q.E.D. 
The next result describes an important property of the dual conservative 
band B,. 
THEOREM 20. Let x E E’ be such that x 3 0. Zf P,,(x - T’x) b 0, then 
P,,(x - T’x) = 0. 
Proof: Using Theorem 1, Theorem 12, and Corollary 14, we obtain that 
B,(e) = B,, B,(e) = B,, and E’ = B,(e) @ B,(e). 
Let .X E E’ be such that x > 0. 
Let y and z be the projections of x - T’x on B, and B,, respectively. 
Assume that y 2 0, and that y # 0. 
Since y E B,(e), and since E’ is order complete (hence, E’ has the prin- 
cipal projection property), one has that y = V,“= 1 (y A (ne=)). Accordingly, 
y A (noec) #O for some nO~ N. Therefore, ((l/n,) y) A ec #O, and we 
obtain that y A e, # 0. 
Accordingly, we may and do pick u in the carrier of y A e, such that 
u > 0, u # 0. 
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Taking into account that (u, y) > 0 and that J’ E B,, we obtain that 
c,“=, (T”u, y>= +x1. 
Clearly, u E I,. Therefore, by Theorem 19, T”u E I, for every n E N. 
Taking into consideration that e, A z = 0, and using Nakano’s theorem 
(see [2, Theorem 5.2, pp. 56-57]), we obtain that (T”u, 2) = 0 for every 
n E N u { 0 ). Accordingly, 
RgO(T%,y)= f (T”u,x-T’x) 
t1 = 0 
m  
for every m E N. 
Therefore, C,“=, (T”u, y) Q (u, x) < + 00. 
We have obtained a contradiction. Accordingly, y = 0. Q.E.D. 
We will now discuss a remarkable consequence of Theorem 20. To this 
end, denote by PBD the band projection on B,. 
COROLLARY 21. Let XE E’ be such that .Y > 0. If T’x dx, then 
T’P,,x Q PBDx. In particular, T’e, < e,. 
Proof. Let x E E’, x 2 0 be such that T’XGX. By Theorem 20, 
P,,.(x - T’x) = 0. 
Accordingly, PBCx = P,, T’x > PBC T’P,,x; hence, P,,(P,,.u - T’P,,x) 
> 0. Using again Theorem 20, we obtain that Pscx = PBcT’PB,x < 
T’P,,x. 
Since .Y - T’x 3 0, it follows that PBDx - T’P,,x b T’P,,x - Pscx 2 0. 
Clearly, if we take x = e, then we obtain that T’e, < e,. Q.E.D. 
We will now discuss an application of Theorem 20 to positive contrac- 
tions of a reflexive Banach lattice E, the Banach lattice having the property 
that its dual E’ has a uniformly monotone norm (for the definition of 
Banach lattices having uniformly monotone norms, and for additional 
details see [23], and especially Akcoglu and Sucheston’s paper [ 11). 
COROLLARY 22. Assume that E is a reflexive Banach lattice such that E’ 
has a un@ormly monotone norm. Assume also that T is a positive contraction. 
Let x E E’ be such that x > 0. If P,,(x - T’x) 2 0, then Pecx = T’P,,x. In 
particular, e, = T’eC. 
Proof: Let .Y E E’, .Y > 0 be such that Pec(x - T’x) 2 0. 
By Theorem 20, P,,(x - T’x) = 0. 
It follows that PBC(x - T’P,,.x) > 0; that is, Ps,.(P,,x - T’P,,x) > 0. 
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Applying Theorem 20 again, we obtain that PBCx = PB, T’PB,x. Hence, 
Pscx 6 T’V’,,x). 
Since T’ is a positive contraction, and since E’ has a uniformly 
monotone norm, it follows that PBCx = T’P,,x. (Taking x = e, we obtain 
that e, = T’e,). Q.E.D. 
We will conclude this section by discussing properties of I, and I,. The 
results we will obtain are dual to the ones described in Theorem 20, 
Corollary 21, and Corollary 22. 
We will denote by P,,. and P,, the band projections on I, and I,, 
respectively. 
THEOREM 23. Let UE E be such that u>O. If P,,(u- Tu)aO, then 
P,Ju- Tu)=O. 
Proof Set u = P,,(u - Tu), and assume that v # 0. Accordingly, there 
exists x E E’, x 2 0 such that (u, x) > 0. 
By Theorem 15, C,“= 0 ( T”u, x ) = + co. 
Set u’ = P,u, and set S = TP,,. 
Taking into consideration that I, is T-invariant (by Theorem 18 and 
Theorem 19) we obtain that 0 < T”u = s”(w - P,C Tu) < S”(w - SW) for 
every nE N u (0). 
Accordingly, 
for every m E N. 
It follows that C,“=, (T”u, x) 6 (w, x) < +co; that is, we have 
obtained a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 24. Let u E E be such that u 3 0. Zf Tu < u, then TP,,u < 
pg. 
Proof. Proceed as in Corollary 21. Naturally, instead of Theorem 20, 
here we use Theorem 23 (twice). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 25. Assume that E has a uniformly monotone norm, and 
that T is a positive contraction. Let UE E be such that u 20. Zf 
P,(u - Tu) > 0, then P,u = TP,,u. 
The proof of Corollary 25 will be omitted since it is similar to the proof 
of Corollary 22. 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we will apply the results obtained previously to two set- 
tings: the first one is the setting in which Hopf stated his decomposition; 
the second one is the case in which E= C(K) for some compact 
(Hausdorff) space K, and T is a positive contraction of E. In the case of the 
classical Hopf decomposition (the decomposition, as defined by Hopf), we 
will show how to obtain it using our results; in the case in which E = C(K), 
and T is a positive contraction of E, we will discuss the connections 
between our results and the decomposition obtained by Foguel in [7]. 
(a) The Classical Hopf Decomposition. Let (X, 2, p) be a a-finite 
measure space. Set E= L’(X, 2, ,M), and let T be a positive contraction of 
E. The operator T’ (the dual of T) is a positive contraction of L”(X, C, p). 
Set e = 1 X. Clearly, T’e 6 e. Let e, and e, be the dual conservative and the 
dual dissipative components of e (generated by T), respectively. Let C and 
D be the conservative and the dissipative parts of X (for T), respectively. 
THEOREM 26. e,=l.ande,=l,. 
Proof: Since e, and e, are components of e = 1 X, it follows that 
ec= l,, and e,= 1, for some A, BEC. 
?The equalities e, + e, = e, and e, A e, = 0 show that it is enough to 
prove that 1 A = 1 c. Accordingly, we have to prove that p(A \C) = 0, and 
p(C\A) =O. To this end, let UE L’(X, ,Z’, p) be a weak order unit of 
L’GK c, PI. 
Assume that p(A \C) > 0. Taking into consideration that 1 A ,,= < 1 D, we 
obtain that C,“=, T”u < + co on A\C. Standard facts of measure theory 
show that there exist c( E R, ~1 >O, and LEZ, O<p(L) < + cc such that 
C,“=. T”u < c( on L. 
It follows that C,“=, (T”u, lL) =lim,, +~ IL C:=, T’u dp < @p(L). 
On the other hand, lLeBc, and l,#O; hence, CF:, (T”u, lL)= +cc. 
We have obtained a contradiction; therefore, p(A \C) = 0. 
Assume now that p(C\A) > 0. Accordingly, 1 C,,A # 0, and it follows that 
(4 1 c,a > > 0. Clearly, 1 c,a E B,(e). Using Theorem 13, we obtain that 
there exists ZE L”(X, Z, p), 0 <z< lC\A such that O<C,“,O (T”u, z) < 
+@.I. 
On the other hand, C,“=,, (T”u, z > = lim, _ + 3c s (Cy=OTiu) z dp = + co 
since C,“=oT”u= +cc on {z>O}, and p({z>O})>O. 
We have obtained a contradiction. Accordingly, p( C\A ) = 0. Q.E.D. 
(b) Positive Contractions of C(K). Let E be a Banach lattice, and 
let T: E + E be a positive operator. Assume that there exists eE E, e 2 0, 
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e # 0 such that Te 6 e. Set S = T’. If we think of E as a Banach sublattice 
of E”, then the restriction of S’ to E is equal to T; hence, Se = Te < e. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, in his paper [7] Foguel considers 
E = C(K) for some Stonian compact space K, and a positive contraction T 
of C(K) such that for every increasing bounded sequence (x,),,~ of 
elements of C(K), one has that T(VnEN x,,)=VneN T(x,,). As in [7], set 
-x 
L= x~E/O<x<l~, 1 T”x<rzlKfor some crE[w 
n=O 
Foguel defines T to be conservative if sup L = 0. Accordingly, we may think 
of L as describing the dissipative behavior of T. 
Set e = 1 K. The second dual E” is an order complete AM-space with the 
same unit e as E (see [ 19, p. 1111). Let Bi be the dual dissipative projec- 
tion band of E” generated by S = T’. Then, L E B$ n E. Let ez be the dual 
dissipative component of e generated by S in E”. Then, .Y d ei for every 
I E L. 
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